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You spend a lot of time, money, and resources creating DITA content. Our publishing solutions
®
®
make it possible to surface and share your DITA content across the enterprise in Microsoft Word ,
®
®
PowerPoint , SharePoint , and WittyParrot™.

What is Wi yDITA?

WittyDITA

SHARE YOUR CONTENT

WittyDITA™ publishes your reviewed, approved,
and ofﬁcial technical DITA/XML documentation to
WittyParrot™, the cloud-based knowledge
automation and collaboration platform. WittyDITA
adds your high value content to WittyParrot's
search and reuse tools, ensuring the authoritative
content that your people need is readily available
when and where it's needed.

Call us
+1 (647) 265-8281

WittyDITA™ plugs into any standard DITA/XML
publishing system to connect your DITA-based
content assets with the WittyParrot platform. Once in
WittyParrot, the content is made available to all users
through Microsoft Ofﬁce plug-ins allowing users to
search for and reuse content directly into their
documents, emails, and presentations.

Share your content
Ÿ

Always be conﬁdent that reusable content has
been reviewed and approved through your
editorial and publications process.

Ÿ

Find and use content with just a few clicks and
without having to navigate complex portals or
other web-based systems.

Ÿ

More than a ﬁle sharing and storage solution, you
can now discover, classify, assemble, deliver and
track high-value content in one application. It is
truly a single-source-of-truth.

Brought to you by Precision Content
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How it works
WittyDITA publishes content and metadata
from your DITA content management system
to your WittyParrot repository as blocks of
content known as wits. Using WittyParrot's
classiﬁcations, anyone can locate wits by
metadata, such as product, version, release,
platform, and more.
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ce Plug-Ins

Once it is indexed in WittyParrot, the content
is available through Microsoft Ofﬁce plug-ins
allowing users to search for and reuse
fragments of the latest approved content
directly into their documents, emails, and
presentations.

MICROCONTENT

Shareable Presenta on Gallery
WittyDITA now makes it possible to reuse
content from your DITA/XML publications as
PowerPoint slides in WittyParrot. Simply reuse
your DITA topics in a presentation map and
WittyDITA will parse your content and layout
your slides in a gallery in WittyParrot.
Download and save your presentation as a
PowerPoint ﬁle. Next time your content is
updated, your slide content can be
automatically refreshed from the content and
downloaded again from WittyParrot.

TRACK

Wi yDITA Use Cases
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Custom technical support documentation
Reuse of current content in proposals and reports
Feedback to technical documentation group
Reuse of current content in marketing and training

More tools from Precision Content to help you share your content
DITA forShow™

DITAforShow

Whether sales, marketing, compliance, or training, departments across the enterprise use
PowerPoint® to communicate. Ensuring presentations include accurate, up-to-date information is
critical. DITA forShow allows authors to publish DITA content to PowerPoint.

PRESENT YOUR CONTENT

DITA onPoint™

DITAonPoint

Share Point® is everywhere. A 2016 study, revealed that 63% of organizations use SharePoint as
their main, secondary, or legacy enterprise CMS, or records management system. DITA onPoint
makes it possible to deliver your DITA XML across the enterprise using SharePoint.
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DITA inPrint™

DITAinPrint

DITA in Print is a design and publishing tool that makes it easy to create templates that conform to
corporate styles. It enables users to easily publish DITA/XML content with those templates to fully
styled Microsoft Word® and Adobe® PDF documents.

GET THE WORD OUT
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Ready for your DEMO?
Contact us today at
publishingtools@precisioncontent.com.

